Abstract : Tactile sense as third human sensoria has been presently considered to apply to use for developing device of information presentation at international level. In this study, we focused on thermal and cold sensorial characteristic that has fully been not used until now, and investigated thermal and cold sensitivity and considered the possibility of effective use of the sense for some sort of working in daily life. Concretely, we examined threshold level of thermal and cold sense by reference to 30 degrees Celsius (˚C). Spontaneously, the influence of positions (tip of thirst finger, ball of the thumb and tip of fourth finger) in palma on the threshold was investigated. And we also assessed the possibility of use of the thermal and cold sense as e-mail reception trigger during PC work. The results show that thermal and cold thresholds on ball of the thumb were smallest in the three positions (thermal threshold: 6˚C, cold one: 4˚C). It was also found that we can use the thermal and cold sense as e-mail reception trigger during PC work. From this study, these knowledge may be assistance to develop some interface for handicapped people (especially, hearing-impaired people and visual impairment) and weak sight-or-hearing aged persons.
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